Simplify integration with a solution that
improves the customer experience and
reduces compliance liability
Your customers want the convenience
of accepting electronic payments
through your system and applications.
You have concerns about data security,
payments across multiple acceptance
channels, customer experience, and
workflow. Your solution is sophisticated
and you need a payments solution that
can do the heavy lifting.
Other service providers have promised
you a difference, but you have found
there is not much that distinguishes
most players in the game. Until Now.
CenPOS is different because we look
at payments through your customers’
eyes. Creating value, efficiency, and
security are our cornerstones. As an
intelligent payments network, CenPOS
enhances the payment experience
for businesses, consumers, and
integrators. We strengthen your
offerings by hosting a seamless
connection between your solution
and what businesses need to process
payments.
“The CenPOS team has such an incredible depth of credit card knowledge and have saved several of
our customers thousands of dollars in the area of downgrades. CenPOS Support and Development
have truly surpassed our expectations. They not only listen to the issue, they try to understand what
the Infor application is doing to understand what may cause an issue and work diligently to ensure a
solution is forthcoming. In some cases, they have even provided a custom solution.”
- Becky Naibert, Senior Business Analyst, Infor
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Integration Solutions
Secure, compliant integrations to remove PCI DSS

Our embedded object creates an encrypted tunnel that interfaces directly with data entry to eliminate PCI DSS
issues for data-in-flight. Just call our object with simple data parameters such as amount and invoice number and
we return to you approval codes, truncated card values, tokens, and reference numbers. Because you never store
nor transmit sensitive data, there are no issues with data-at-rest. This removes your application from scope and
drastically reduces your customer’s PCI exposure.

Add payments to your existing user interface

CenPOS’ Embedded Object integration allows you to control the experience for your end-users and cardholders,
while empowering them to make payments and increase efficiency. Because this is a hosted web object, no software
is downloaded and updates are automatic.

Integration flexibility

While the CenPOS embedded object is our predominant integration method, it is not the only way to utilize our solution.
We provide multiple options to meet various development environments for your server based solution, cloud product,
or mobile application. Ask us about our web services, iFrame and application emulations.

Support multiple platforms and processors

CenPOS is a truly agnostic processing solution. We support the majority of payment processing platforms, which
allows your clients to use whatever payment processor they prefer.

Tokenization that eliminates sensitive data

CenPOS replaces sensitive data with a token, so you have the benefits of card data without the risk. Merchants can
manage the token database and be automatically notified of expiring cards. Tokens are available across payment
acceptance channels, including shopping carts and electronic invoicing. Our platform provides the ultimate in
flexibility and security.

Multi-Channel payment acceptance and experience

CenPOS allows data exchange through all channels – whether it is eCommerce, mail order/telephone order, retail,
mobile or electronic invoicing. This gives your clients a centralized solution that provides their consumers a consistent
experience. Reconciliation is improved across the enterprise with consolidated hierarchal reporting and high-level
data analytics previously only available to Fortune 100 companies.

Multiple payment types and transactions

Accept all major payment types – credit, PIN debit, ACH and check. Accept alternative payment types such as gift
card, loyalty, ApplePay, PayPal and Bill Me Later. CenPOS allows you to support many transaction types – sales,
authorizations, returns, voids, credits, force, reversals, and more. The payment entry is embedded in your
application, thus minimizing interruptions in your current application’s process while greatly increasing
functionality. EMV and 3Dsecure certified. Level III processing supported all channels, including retail.

Peripheral management and image storage

CenPOS drives the peripherals - card readers, PIN pads, check imagers, and multilane signature capture devices are
no longer your worry. Your merchants will appreciate the ease in retrieving receipts and authorizations with just a
few clicks.

Dedicated development support team and tools

Our Integrations group is there to assist through every stage of the development, from discovery through testing
and implementation. CenPOS has world-class resources to provide the very best integration experience.
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